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Heritage and future: AW21 blends
inspiration from ancient Anatolia 
with contemporary luxury casualwear.

Sustainably hand crafted in London 
from premium organic and upcycled 
fabrics, the collection spans couture 
pieces as well as accessible everyday 
garments, with signature prints and  
embroidery details on super soft and 
100% organic cotton jerseys.

Amber is wearing the Efe Capelet 
in faux leather, a technical garment 
that can also be worn as a jacket. 
“Efe” means “the Aegan warrior”. 
The turtleneck Ribbing Dress is 
made from 100% organic cotton jersey.

Emile is wearing the Kepenek, 
a wool coat based on an ancient 
Anatolian shepherd’s jacket. 
Featuring padding in traditional 
Ottoman patterns and arm loops 
finished in black silk crochet.



Womenswear highlights

Anatolian influence and contemporary minimalism. 

Padded jackets and vests tailored from wool and 
organic cotton make for outerwear that uses 
century-old techniques and subverts traditional 
design language. Luxurious base layers from ribbed 
turtlenecks to bold graphic sweatshirts and tees 
complete the collection.

Elegant, flattering silhouettes are enhanced by 
textured luxury fabrics: Plissé, soft leatherette, 
100% organic cotton and organic cotton ribbing 
add depth to architectural looks.

Statement pieces for everyday wear, our hand 
crafted garments provide tailored comfort and 
movement for easy winter layering.

The Padded Jacket. Two layer construction based directly on an 
antique Anatolian jacket. Wool and 100% organic cotton ribbing.

The Evil Eye Bead Tee. Studded with Turkish evil eye beads, 
a pop culture classic usually found in souvenir shops. Said to 
bring good luck and protection. UNISEX. 100% organic cotton.

The Dee Pants. An age-old Anatolian cut updated to create a 
modern silhouette. super soft faux leather and our signature Eli 
Belinde embroidery.

The Alex Croptop (shown in black/white). Balloon sleeves and 
fitted hems,  easy to move in. 100% organic cotton jersey ribbing. 
Padded Waistcoat
The Padded Waistcoat. Traditionally crafted, providing 
structured, architectural layering. Wool and padding.

The Plissé Pants. Ultra wide, warm, lightweight. Pleated jersey.

The Ribbing Dress. Made from 100% organic cotton ribbing 
for an incredibly comfortable statement piece. Following classic 
Ottoman geometry, it provides maximum coverage perfect for 
contemporary layering.



The Slash Hoodie AW21. Super soft tailored jersey finished 
with Ottoman faux leather quilting. UNISEX. 100% organic 
cotton jersey.

The Harem Pants. Low crotch cut based on traditional patterns. 
Hand piped. 100% organic cotton jersey.  

The Double Breasted Top. Hand crafted from luxury jersey to 
create a layer that is both tailored and incredibly comfortable.
100% organic cotton jersey.

The Evil Eye Bead Tee. Studded with Turkish evil eye beads, 
a pop culture classic usually found in souvenir shops. Said to 
bring good luck and protection. UNISEX. 100% organic cotton.

The Legging Shorts. Based on an ancient Anatolian trouser, 
featuring our signature hand-piped diamond-shaped pocket. 
100% organic cotton jersey and organic cotton jersey ribbing.

The Otto Jacket. A contemporary take on formal jackets worn
by Ottoman soldiers. Silhouette original to Harem. Pockets and 
signature Harem diamond zip. Wool and faux leather.  

Menswear highlights

Silhouettes that are both dramatic and effortless, 
and deeply rooted in traditional Anatolian craft 
and geometry.

Sustainably hand made in London from super soft, 
100% organic cotton jersey, supple faux leather and 
wool using traditional techniques — adding texture 
to minimal, architectural tailoring.

Refined outerwear and luxury base layers 
deliver a clear visual language that is confident 
and relaxed, inspired by paintings of Ottoman 
soldiers and noblemen.



The Mashallah Collar Sweatshirt — also available in yellow or
blue print. Harem diamond detail. Like a protective blessing 
around your neck. UNISEX. 100% organic cotton jersey.

The Kutnu Dee Pants. Featuring Eli Belinde tape embroidery.
WOMEN’S CUT ALSO AVAILABLE. 70% silk 30% cotton, 
exclusively hand woven for Harem London.

Emile is wearing the Harem Socks. 

The Burgundy Eli Sweatshirt — also available in orange / beige 
sleeve or blue / purple sleeve. Les Jeunes Turcs print and 
oversized Eli Belinde sleeve pattern. UNISEX. 100% organic 
cotton jersey. 

The Faux Leather Dee Pants. Finished with Eli Belinde tape 
embroidery. Faux Leather and embroidery.

Medea is wearing the Rose Socks.

The Mashallah Sweatshirt — also available in electric blue or 
white print. The typography references Islamic calligraphy for 
an abstract, architectural-looking print. UNISEX. 100% organic 
cotton jersey.

Unisex pieces and signature print highlights

A large part of the collection is for all genders, 
and many other pieces are available in cuts for men 
as well as for women. 

AW21 sees an evolution of some of our signature 
patterns in prints, in embroidery, and in exclusively 
woven fabrics. Colours and graphic language 
represent a radically modern take on Islamic art 
and calligraphy. 

Our Mashallah prints abstract an often-used 
Arabic exclamation that expresses pure joy at 
the sight of something precious, while Les Jeunes 
Turcs references the young rebels who stood up 
against imperial Ottoman rule.

Our Eli Belinde pattern is based on ancient symbols 
often found in woven carpets. While it represents 
motherhood and fertility, we like to use it on both 
male and female styles — this year in embroidered 
tapes and oversized on sweatshirt sleeves.

Our pink Kutnu fabric is exclusively hand woven 
from a beautifully textured silk and cotton mix.



Discover the full collection
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